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Welcome
at 

Gradlhof
__________

We are glad to welcome you at one of the oldest organic-farms in the city of Neumarkt i.d. Opf..

______
The builder and owner of the Gradlhof-estatet, Helmut Gradl, does extensive wild-animal husbandry and agriculture for more then 

25 years.
______

Am Henger Kühanger 1
92353 Postbauer-Heng

History of Gradlhofs —Landmarks —Tips & Trips —Our animals & our meat —Your way to us

Prices 2020 —Emergency number, wireless  Internet access & bill



The Gradlhof

The Gradlhof arose as a result of changings in the wild-anmimal husbandry of Helmut Gradl. Through the restrictive 

regulation of wild-animal import and export, like bison and aurochs, the main business of breed became increasingly 

difficult. For this reason, Helmut Gradl decided no longer to deliver the animals into wild parks, nature reserves and zoos, 

but rather to give the organic-meat to the regional people. To this ned, the construction of the main building with EU-

slaughterhouse startet. According to this decision further construction projects followed, starting with the conversion of the 

lower stable to a small but steadily growing pub, a pump room and two more stables. The two more stables were used for the 

agriculture and the accomodation of the animals of the petting zoo, while the pump room safes the supply of own, fresh 

groundwater. Our water is constantly verified parallel to the regional analyses and is showing outstanding good grades of 

mineral content and structure. It doesn‘t matter which tap you open on Gradlhof, you can be sure that you are doing 

something good for your skin and your body.



Landmarks
In our village, Postbauer-Heng, at the foot of our mountain, you can find anything you need for a longer stay or in case of emergency. In 

the town, you can find five bakeries, three food markets, two butchers, two pharmacies and a gas station, moreover a gastronomic offer - 

you can find our recommendations in “tips”.

Actual the Gradlhof is located in the west of the Oberpfalz, 8 kilometres from the county seat Neumarkt i.d.Opf. and 35 

kilometres from Nuremberg. The fairground in Nuremberg is reachable in about 30 minutes by car (depending on the traffic situation 

and time) and in 50 minutes by train (S3) and subway (U1).

In the south, you can find Ingolstadt, about 90 kilometres/ 60 minutes in the direction to Munich (A9). Just as far in the other 

direction (southwest) is Regensburg, reachable via the highway A3.

Furthermore Gradlhof is located near to the metropolitan area Nuremberg and connected to many bike and hiking trails, for example the 

“Zeugenbergrunde” (circular hiking trail) with several opportunities for rest and views, idyllic forest trails and routes at the old canal. 

Our yard is the perfect start and ending point of the hiking trail, which is also passable by bike .



Tips & trips

„Der Beck“ - Hauptstraße 14, 92353 Postbauer-Heng
This bakery with Drive-In lane is on your way (by car) to Nuremberg and invites you for a short stop. Good coffee - 
friendly service - great snacks.
„Pizzeria Gabriels“ - Centrum 12, 92353 Postbauer-Heng
The small local pizzeria and the host Gennaro secure delicious Italian dishes in a pleasant atmosphere with a short way 
back to your apartment at Gradlhof.
„Großer Brombachsee“ - near Ramsberg, 91785 Pleinfeld
The biggest still water in Franconia and the largest lake in the Franconian Lake District provides numerous leisure 
activities - sailing, swimming, windsurfing and more - fun for old and young
„Rothsee“
The Rothsee is smaller than the Brombachsee, but beautiful as well and a good place for rest and relax. The 
lake is located between Allersberger and Roth and reachable in less then half an hour from the Gradlhof. 
Outside of recovery, you can find here the Rothsee-triathlon once in a year.
Hiking and Cycling 
In addition to the numerous, mentioned above hiking trails, you can find a lot of cycle trails in the dirstrict of Neumarkt, 
which want to be explored by you.



Our animals & our meat
Fallow deer ..
The Romans, from the Middle East and Asia Minor introduced the fallow deer, which is bigger than the usual deer.
The animals with the characteristic spotted fur have a more tender meat than deer; it’s juicy and lean at the same time.
You can create a numerous, tasty dishes from the shoulder, leg and back despite the high protein content (22%), it is 

very low in fat (2%). The mineral content (zinc, phosphorus, iron, potassium etc. ) of the fibrous meat 
distinguish it as beneficial to health. 

.. Bison
   The bison, originally located in the wide lawns of North America, grazes nearby our yard in the village Köstlbach. 
   They are living outside in the whole year and are only fed with hay bales from our lawns in the winter. This wild living
    cattle bread is the high point of our organic-meat assortment. Due to the natural way of keeping and the quality of our 

green spaces, the meat develops its typically strong and spicy aroma. The slow growth of our cattle ensures lean meat with low fat deposits. Not only athletes 
know about the special advantages of beef, it is particularly rich in minerals (selenium, protein, iron, zinc), essential amino acids and vitamin B. The
composition ensures, among other things, a healthy nervous system and improved muscle regeneration, as well as a balanced 
carbohydrate and energy metabolism. 
Aurochs ..
Similar to the bison, the aurochs is a wild-cattle with long history and mythology. The aurochs type and the old cattle 
isn’t receive in the original way, rather a laborious back-breeding. However, there are many advantages of the meat; it 
has many vitamins and omega-3 fatty acids. Moreover, it is distinguished by the intensive taste and dark red color. The 

    short-grain, aromatic meat is grown naturally and finely marbled.

.   LO    Water buffalo
    The well-known water buffalo grazes in the pasture directly in front of our yard, the main food consists of grass, herbs 
    and aquatic plants. The meat of the water buffalo contains twice as much iron and significantly less fat than normal 
    beef. The wild taste comes from the delicate consistency and the nutty aroma. The advantages of the buffalo meat and 
    still the preparation options make it very diverse, an unforgettable taste of the dishes and for you a good feeling due to 
    healthy food.



Your way to us
You can reach the Gradlhof very quickly by different approach routes:
- A 9 Departure Feucht - Approach via the federal highway 8 (Bundesstraße 8), direction Neumarkt i.d.Opf. .
- A 9 Departure Allersberg - Approach via the state road 2237 & 2402 
- Approach by train- from the local train station in Postbauer-Heng by foot or taxi (for example City-Taxi Neumarkt +49 800 2525259).
For the onward journey or walk, please orient yourself on the “Bergstraße” despite other instructions of your navigation system !!!!



Prices 2021

Persons      Price per night 

1 50,00 €* **

2 75,00 €* **

3 95,00 €* **

For a longer or regularly stay with us, we can come towards you with the price.According to the arrangement, we can also provide you 

with parts of the terrain or the use of the facility for example the washing machine etc.

If you stay here on business or would like to have a meeting, come-together or something like this, please contact us for our rooms.

These include a large basement (vaulted cellar), a room in the public house and a bar. 

*Prices could be different in the trade fair period.

**For taking a dog with you, we charge a small cleaning fee regarding your period of stay, which covers the increased cleaning..



Emergency calls

Police 110 Fire department or ambulance 112

Peter Gradl 0178 9276865
Calls regarding... ...meat sales, bills, reservations, rooms and others, cash payment.

Helmut Gradl 0177 8597008
Calls regarding... ...animal husbandry, inventory of the apartment, loan devices (hairdryer, washing machine etc.)

Wireless internet access
Network: Gradlhof

Key: Bisonberg1

Invoices
Because of the digital progress, the service for you and out of love to our environment, we prefer to send the bills as PDF 
by e-mail. Many of our guests need the adress of their company on the invoice, for this reason we would like you to send us 

the desired address together with your e-mail-address by short message, Whatsapp or e-mail.
0178 9276865 / gradlhof@gmx.de

mailto:gradlhof@gmx.de

